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AdS/CFT

String theory on AdS5 ×S5 with five-form flux N,
radius R and string coupling gs.

is equivalent to N = 4 SYM in R3,1 with gauge
group U(N), coupling g2

YM



How it works ?

Strings, branes, geometries in
AdS5 × S5

l

U(N) gauge theory on R3,1

Symmetries : PSU(2,2|4) ⊃ SO(4,2)× SO(6)

X1,X2, · · · ,X6 a matrix version of the coordinates of the R6

containing the S5.



Operators - States

Gauge invariant operators correspond to
quantum states ( by operator-state
correspondence of CFT).

States form irreps of PSU(2,2|4). Large
multiplicities of irreps due to combinatorics of
forming gauge invariant operators from Xi ,
fermions, field strengths, derivatives.

Dilatation operator, quantum corrections – here
Beisert’s one-loop (finite N )



Symmetry principles of Emergence

PSU(2,2|4)

The combinatorics of multiple representations is
also organized by symmetries, which play a role
in emergence.

Symmetric group of n! re-arrangements
(permutations) of n objects.

Young diagrams, characters, matrix elements

Schur-Weyl Duality between symmetric and
Unitray groups.



OUTLINE

I Review half-BPS case, giant gravitons
(half-BPS branes) and Gauge invt operators.
Finite N discussion – Stringy Exclusion
principle.

I Excitations of half-BPS branes

I Role of symmetric groups and Schur-Weyl
duality in solving the one-loop dilatation
operator acting on excitations.



Half-BPS

Half-BPS states ( ultra-short multiplets)
correspond, for example, to KK gravitons in
AdS5 × S5.

Counting and correlators of half-BPS states are
therefore of interest.



Half-BPS : Counting

Numbers of half-BPS representations are, for
lowest weights having energy n = 1,2,3..

1,2,3,5,7,22,30,42 · · ·

These numbers are p(n) – the number of
partitions of n.

For n comparable to N, it is no longer p(n).

Rather pN(n).
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Half-BPS : Gauge-theory Construction

The lowest weight states of these half-BPS
reps. satisfy E = L56, where Lij are the SO(6)
global symmetry of N = 4 SYM.

There are X1,X2, · · · ,X6 which are hermitian
matrices transforming in the fundamental of the
SO(6).

The combination Z = X5 + iX6 satisfies the
E = L56 condition.



The independent gauge-invariant BPS states
are traces and products of traces.

n = 1 : trZ
n = 2 : trZ 2, (trZ )2

n = 3 : trZ 3, (trZ 2)tr(Z ), (trZ )3

In the correspondence to KK states, trZ k are
single gravitons. Products of traces are
multi-gravitons.



Stringy Exclusion principle

But traces have an interesting property at finite
N

trZ N+1 = trZ N trZ + · · ·

The KK particle picture breaks down at n = N (
SEP)

but in fact at much lower n if we consider the
orthogonality of products of multi-trace v/s
single trace. (Stringy Exclusion principle)



Large N factorization of correlators implies that
a multi-trace is orthogonal to a single trace in
the large N limit.

〈trZ J1trZ J2tr(Z †)J3〉normalized

∼ J1J2J3

N
δJ1+J2,J3

Orthogonality breaks down at J ∼ N1/3



Young diagrams to the rescue

There is a basis of operators using Young
diagrams χR(Z ).

Young diagrams of U(N) with n boxes : more
than N rows.

Completely chracterizes Stringy Exclusion
Principle



What are these Young diagram operators ?

Consider two simple gauge invariant operators

trZtrZ = Z i1
i1

Z i2
i2

trZ 2 = Z i1
i2

Z i2
i1

They differ in how the lower labels are permuted
with respect to the upper

More generally

Z i1
iσ(1)

Z i1
iσ(1)
· · ·Z in

iσ(n)
≡ trn(σZ⊗n)



The Young diagram basis for operators

χR(Z ) =
∑
σ∈Sn

χR(σ)tr(σZ⊗n)

Each R with n boxes corresponds to an
irreducible representation of Sn, and χR(σ) is a
character in that representation.

χ (Z ) =
1
2

((trZ )2 + trZ 2)

χ (Z ) =
1
2

((trZ )2 − trZ 2)



χR(Z ) - Why so great ?

I Precise finite counting in agreement with
SEP

I Orthogonality under the CFT-inner product

〈χR(Z )χS(Z †)〉 = δRSfR

I Finite N correlators in terms of
Littlewood-Richardson coeffs g(R1,R2,R3)

I Provide duals to giant gravitons
I Related to free fermion wave-functions and

LLM geometries.



giant gravitons - large rotating branes in S5

S5 is S3 fibered over a disc.

3-branes wrapping S3 and rotate in the (56)
plane are half-BPS

E = L56

Size grows with L. Dual to χ[1L](Z ). Single
column of length L ∼ N. Cutoff.



Multiple giant gravitons : Multiple columns
Order one long columns, each of length order N



Dual giants - large in AdS5

Giant wrapping an S3 in AdS5 and rotating
along same circle in S5. Same charges E = L56

but different operator.

Size grows with angular momentum. No cutoff.



Multiple Dual giants - multiple long rows



Excited giants

If giant graviton is rotating in the (56) plane, but
now has open strings carrying angular
momentum in the (34) plane.

Dual operator – close to Young diagram, mostly
Z and a few Y .



Beyond half-BPS

I Generalizing the Young diagram basis to
multi-matrix operators. Restricted Schur
operators χR,r ,s,µ,ν

I Strings connecting branes. Gauss Law
constraint. Counting using permutations.

I Matching string-brane counting with
restricted Schur counting.

I Functions on double coset and simplification
of the 1-loop dilatation operator action.



Impurities and symmetry breaking Sm+n → Sm × Sn

tr (Y⊗m ⊗ Z⊗nσ) =

Y i1
iσ(1)

Y i2
iσ(2)
· · ·Y im

iσ(m)
Z im+1

iσ(m+1)
Z im+2

iσ(m+2)
· · ·Z im+n

iσ(m+n)

σ ∈ Sm+n

γσγ−1 = σ if γ ∈ Sm × Sn



Young diagram basis using broken symmetry

Take an irrep R of Sm+n and an irrep (r , s) of
Sm × Sn which appears when R is decomposed
under the subgroup.

There are projection operators∑
mr ,ms

|R, (r , s),mr ,ms;µ〉〈R, (r , s),mr ,ms; ν|

≡ PR,r ,s,µ,ν

which are Sm × Sn invariant.



Young diagram basis using broken symmetry

Restricted characters :

χR,r ,s,µ,ν(σ) = trR(PR,r ,s,µ,νσ)

Restricted Schur Operators

χR,r ,s,µ,ν(Y ,Z ) =
∑

σ∈Sm+n

χR,r ,s,µ,ν(σ)trm+n(σY⊗m ⊗ Z⊗n)

Orthogonal under free field CFT inner product.

〈χR1,r1,s1,µ1,ν1χR2,r2,s2,µ2,ν2〉 ∼ δR1,R2δr1,r2δs1,s2δµ1,µ2δν1,ν2



Restricted Schur combinatorics and
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients

The multiplicity µ, ν each run over the number of ways of
getting irrep (r , s) from R.

This can be described using Littlewood-Richardson coeffs.
g(r , s; R) which also give the multiplicity of U(M) irrep R when
we take a tensor product of U(M) irreps r with s.

There is a combinatoric procedure for "putting together" the
boxes of s with those of r to build R. Number of different ways
of doing this gives g(r , s,R).



Boxes removed and strings attached

Y Y
Y

Y

The Young diagram R is the big Young diagram. The one with
the boxes labelled Y -removed is r . It is conjectured 1 that
numbers (2,1,1) give the number of strings incoming to (and
outgoing from) the branes 1,2,3 .

Gauss Law says that the number of strings coming in is the
same as the number going out.

1Balasubramanian, Berenstein, Feng, Huang, (2004) : D-branes in Yang
Mills theory and emergent gauge symmetry
Collins, de Mello Koch, Bhattacharyya ( 2008) : Exact Multi-Matrix correlators



One-loop dilatation operator and string configuration

The restricted Schur operators are not eigenstates of the 1-loop
dilatation operator.
Strings attached to branes should be eigenstates. It was found,
in several examples, that 2.

I Regime of R with long rows, lengths order N, differences
large as N goes to infinity allows simplification of one-loop
dilatation operator acting on rest Schurs.

I The solution of the spectrum - in examples with few
impurities - lead to a linear spectrum, associated with
harmonic oscillators.

I This required the numerical solution of a mixing problem,
involving linear combinations of states with different s, µ, ν,
and subsequent oscillator dynamics in the (R, r)-label.

2de Mello Koch, Dessein, Giatanagas, Mathwin 1108.2761, Giant graviton
oscillators + earlier



General Proof of Counting : Graph theory

The counting of these string-brane
problems is a question in graph theory 3

3de Mello Koch, Ramgoolam (1204) A double coset ansatz for integrability
in AdS/CFT
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Graph counting and permutations

Permutations, double cosets. These
methods give explicit counting formulae

H \ Sm/H

H = Sm1 × Sm2 ⊗ · · ·Smp



Number of points on double coset is∑
s`m

(Ms
1H

)2

Ms
1H

is the number of times one-dim irrep of H appears when
irrep s of Sm is decomposed under the subgroup.



One can show that the number of points
on double coset equals the number of
restricted Schurs.

∑
s

g(r , s,R)2

Recalll

χR,r ,s,µ,ν(Y ,Z )



Counting proof : A Duality from group Theory

The key to the proof is a novel
application of Schur-Weyl duality.

Once we have specified the (m1,m2, · · · ,mp)
which are numbers of boxes removed from R to
get r , we can construct a basis of the states (
spanned by s, µ,ms) by considering a vector
space spanned by labellings of the removed
boxes, with numbers 1, · · · ,m.

These states form V⊗n
p .



The isomorphism to V⊗m
p

2 1
3

4

↔

1
0
0

⊗
1

0
0

⊗
0

1
0

⊗
0

0
1


Vp can be thought of as a U(p) representation. Specifying
m1,m2, ..,mp is specifying charges under U(1)p subgroup.



SW duality

V⊗m
p =

⊕
s

V Sm
s ⊗ V U(p)

s

Start from this and further decompose into U(1)p.
Then arrive at the same decomposition by noticing that states
with specified U(1)p charges (m1,m2, · · · ,mp) are
permutations of v⊗m1

1 ⊗ v⊗m2
2 · · · v⊗mp

p

|V Sm→H(~m)
s→1 | = |V U(p)→U(1)p

s→~m |



This allows us to equate the counting of the number of points in
H \ Sm/H to the number of restricted Schurs with fixed R, r .
The one-loop dilatation operator (finite N)

H = tr [X ,Y ][X̌ , Y̌ ]

has a non-trivial action on the restricted Schurs. It simplifies
somewhat in the far corners limit, but still involves very
non-trivial mixing of the s, µ, ν labels.
We find that transforming from rest Schur to a basis motivated
by the double coset hugely simplifies it.



Functions on the double coset are spanned by

Cs,µ,ν
σ =

∑
i,j

√
dsDs

ij (σ)BjµBiν

When we consider

OR,r (σ) =
∑
s,µ,ν

Cs,µ,ν
σ χR,r ,s,µ,ν

the action of H2 becomes

H2OR,r (σ) = −g2
YM

∑
i<j

nij(σ)∆ijOR,r (σ)

H2 mixes s, µ, ν but diagonal in σ !! – which describes the string
configurations.



The operator ∆

∆12O(b0,b1,b2) = (2N + 2b0 + 2b1 + b2)O(b0,b1,b2)

−
√

(N + b0 + b1)(N + b0 + b1 + b2)(O(b0,b1−1,b2+2)+O(b0,b1+1,b2−2))

Figure: Example of labeling for a three row Young diagram.



In a continuum limit 4 involving bi√
N

fixed and b0 ∼ N →∞,
define

Of =
∑

bi

f (b0,b1, · · · )O(b0,b1, · · · )

and find

∆ijOf = (∆ij f (~b))O(~b)

∆ij f = (
∂

∂xi
− ∂

∂xj
)2f −

(xi − xj)
2

4
f

4de Mello Koch, Dessein, Giataganagas, Mathwin, 1108.2761



Conclusions

Symmetric groups, their representation theory, as applied to
functions on double cosets provide an ansatz for diagonalizing
the one-loop dilatation operator in a sector of excited giant
gravitons.

Symmetric groups have an important role to play in the
emergence of strings and branes from gauge theory –
something which was glimpsed in simple models of GS duality
in 90’s (2d YM)

Schur-Weyl duality crops up as powerful tool. It is part of a
very general double commutant theorem. Should have many
applications in GS duality.

Representation theory, SW duality involving symmetric groups
provide tools for stepping from counting geometrical states to
the construction of these states.


